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Research Situational Analysis 

As the tourism agency promoting one of Florida’s hottest destinations - the hip, urban heart of Florida’s 

Gulf coast buzzing with, a sparkling waterfront, world-class chefs, incredible craft brewing, loads of 

family fun, and 130 years of Cuban culture – our canvas is wide and filled with possibilities. Our 

marketing budget is considerably small, however, compared to many of comparable national and 

international destinations, amidst the competitive market of destination marketing. New York is a top 

domestic market for us, yet expensive, so we have to develop creative ideas on a shoestring. To leverage 

our innovative out-of-state marketing campaign that launched in New York (and a few other markets) in 

January, we timed three key Public Relations events in New York City in one January day: attendance at 

a high-profile media event, a cooking demo by two of Tampa’s chefs at Food & Wine (by invitation) and 

a VIP media reception for 50 people at a trendy restaurant in NY. 

Objectives 

Our mandate was to achieve a strong presence in the high cost and high-impact media market in New 

York close to the start of our marketing campaign, and budget permitting. 

Implementation  

We knew that our Public Relations campaign would have to launch close to start of our marketing 

campaign in the middle of January. We knew that January 26 and 27 were important media dates, with 

IMM the International Media Market place event preceding the New York Times Travel Show, 

respectively, both events attended by a large number of New York and international press. One of our key 

PR campaign themes have been taking experiential exercises, “Tampa on the road,” by which some of 

more celebrated chefs or experts could travel with us to reach influencers in key market. We were able to 

interest Food & Wine magazine is featuring two of our Tampa chefs as part of a Facebook Live segment – 

and we were able to work out a desirable date of January 26 (timed to take place following IMM). At 



IMM, two of our staffers had back-to-back speed meetings with a total of 40 journalists. Finally, that very 

evening of January 26, we organized a very attractive media reception for 50 guests at trendy Chef’s 

Kitchen NY, where our chefs were able to cook live for media and interact with press. We incorporated 

many elements that showcased Tampa’s hip and cool elements (we featured two cocktails from our 

coolest and newest bars). Due to hard work and our great partners, were able to secure a terrific event 

sponsor, the Tampa International Airport, whose own marketing campaign to promote Tampa and our 

Cuban culture is synergetic to ours (“Your Journey to Cuba Begins in Tampa”). An extra touch was the 

offer from our partners at La Segunda Cuban Bakery in Ybor City to send for the reception, at their 

expense, 50 mini loaves of delicious Cuban bread that were served hot to our guests. Each guest left with 

a swag bag with a visitor’s guide and attractive amenities, many of them donated or discounted by 

partners – including Cuban cigars. Also, one of our staff members complemented the impactful day and 

trip with media desk sides with select journalists, including Conde Nast Traveler. 

Evaluation 

We estimated that we met with an estimated 80 high-impact media on that trip, which is a remarkable 

feat. We have already planned three media trips as a result for the spring and are in talks with such 

impactful outlets as Mediapost, New York City Lifestyles and Philadelphia Voice, as well as several top 

media influencers. 

Budget  

We had a budget of $3,000 and we came slightly under it, thanks to the media reception sponsorship. Our 

costs were mainly airfares and hotel for two members of the staff, registration for IMM and amenity 

shipping charges.  


